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Original game, very promising but better to wait for after EA.. I've never experianced a developer more interested in making a
quality player freindly game. game itself is a work in progress but improvements come weekly. It is already playable and for the
prices of this developer you are gettimg a real bargin.. so far the game seems to be a slog with ongoing confusion. I reckon that
the developers are trying hard to simulate the actual environment of 1915 trench warfare. graphics serviceable but text is near
impossible to read. trying working through the tutorial but sluggish response or no response at all. excited to try this game, it
certainly has some potential but it is really rough in its present stage. it is in early access so I will leave it on my machine and
hope for the best with timely updates.. HORRID Controls,, no graphical control which results in you being unable to read jack..
This is a gem of a game - I have waited years for a game along these lines and, this early access game for the most part scratches
that itch. While at times "On the Western Front" can be management hell, the UI is being constantly improved and it receives
frequent updates from a developer who is very active on the forums. From here the game can only get better, It must be said
that as is, the game will mostly appeal to people who are into micro-management and some of the concepts may be difficult to
grasp at first, but if you too like me are intrigued by the concept-again,the game is frequently updated and is getting better and
better-then I recommend supporting this Early Access game. *Original review* If you want to support a great idea and a
developer who delivers frequent updates then by all means buy this game. However do be aware that the game will likely crash
before you can do anything interesting, the tutorials are broken - I presume in part because of quality of life updates that have
removed and replaced buttons you need to push to advance the tutorial? and the game can be awkward. Rough edges are to be
expected in early access, and this certainly could be a diamond in the rough. However it's hard to recommend a game that
requires such a time investment to micromanage that's so prone to crashing. Will be sure to update this review as the game
progresses.. Currently the game crashes fairly reliably after under 5 minutes of "play" . I wish I could write something positive
about it, but it's just not in a state where I can say there is. There doesn't even seem to be a crash dump collector so that the dev
can learn about when there are problems; meaning that one can't expect the problems to be fixed in good time.. I cannot
recommend this game at the moment simply because it keeps crashing when i try to play until this is fixed i cant recommend
this. I bought this game once when it first came out i refunded it shortly after because i the game was in an extreme early phase,
Then i re-bought the game in January it was fine i could play it because i play games like this but then they updated it hotfix 8 or
7 when the game kept crashing over and over again the recent update they have done didn't fix this. If you want to buy this game
i recommend buying it at a later date.. First I'm not a guy who recommends a game just because it is EA, or throws money at a
dev just because they have a good idea which might be an OK game in a year if they work hard at it. If an EA game is crap and
not currently worth buying, I'll say so. But I recommend this. There are two major reasons why. 1. The Dev has proven in the
past that he will stick with a game for a long time and come up with a good product (his other game is World Boxing Manager
and it has a very similar style to this). He'll update a game even when you think the updates are long since done. His last game,
like this one, doesn't look like much at first glance but is incredibly deep and well-balanced. 2. There's obviously so much here,
even now in EA. It is an enormous amount of stuff for one person to have done. OTWF has RPG elements in officers and
experience. It's got all of the various aspects of trench warfare - air recon and dogfights, barbed wire, raids, tunnelling, supply,
weather effects (heavy rain will damage your trenchworks for example). Lots of upgrades like flamethrowers. And it's all well-
balanced and thought out. You can just sense it. I've never seen a game quite like this. But man, this is a rough product right
now. The tutorial is bad - perhaps it contains all the information you need, but that information is largely inaccessible. You can't
look up a specific topic. You have to kick off one of the main tutorials, and if you can't perform one of the tutorial tasks within
correctly, the tutorial won't advance. So not only do you not learn the concept you were working on, but you learn zero about all
of the features that the tutorial was going to cover later. I've got about 15 hours in this game and there are so many things that I
still don't know how to do. You'll do something which seems right based on your limited info, but it doesn't have the intended
effect. Drilling troops is an important thing, but I've still not figured out why my troops won't do it. I'm still not sure I'm
supplying my men properly. I don't know how dead troops get replaced. I'm not 100% sure how hospitals and injured troops
work. I can't put my men on watch duty, which means they won't fire at attacking enemy troops. This is pretty important - there
is nothing stopping the Germans from walking right across no-mans land and jumping into my trench ATM. Also the game
itself seems to make things harder for you than they really are. For example, you're supposed to keep companies and batallions
together on the line, since this gives the units command bonuses and causes your orders to be interpreted faster. But presently
you fire up a new game and your platoons are scattered to the four winds. So you're going to spend nearly an hour at first just
trying to organize your troops in a logical way. If you're an old style gamer, this feels like when I had my C64 or my 486. And
I'd get hold of a good looking, detailed game that didn't come with instructions. And I'd be sit there for hours, putting the pieces
together and at the end I'd generally know how to play except there would be one or two key concepts that I'd be completely
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unaware of. The whole experience currently looks and feels exactly like that. If you're an older lad who is OK with playing a
game that has a DOS-era feel, or you're willing to suffer with a bad interface to get good detail and depth, then On the Western
Front is worth it right now. I don't regret buying it. If you're not that kind of player but looking for a good, detailed wargame
with some interesting RPG elements then wait 3-6 months. I'm familiar enough with the devs work to know that he will resolve
all of my listed problems in time.. It's a pretty cool concept.

Portraits : Hi all, Some issues with the help text have been addressed, as well as some minor changes that hopefully improve the
user experience. I've also added portraits into the game for officers and pilots. This adds literally nothing to the game except for
kind of looking cool. I'll add more variation as I go, but for now at least it's functional. Bugfixes/Changes: Portraits have been
added for officers and pilots. Some typos and grammar issues in the help text have been fixed. Section about officers has been
added to the help text. Watch Duty is now possible in blockhouses. Structures built in houses and forests are now partially
visible. Weather conditions now affect artillery. Number of squares hit within an artillery unit's attack range is now reduced in
adverse weather conditions. Artillery now actively avoids tiles which would be unfeasible to stop in, such as dugouts and houses.
Bug in which two-tile sized houses were not properly providing cover over both tiles is now fixed. Units will no longer be able to
stop in tiles if they are over the crowding limit. I'm hoping this addresses some concerns with regard to the feasibility of having
hundreds of men crammed into a single tile by forcing players (and the AI) to be a bit more proactive in building comprehensive
trench networks.. Hotfix 8 : Hi all, Thanks to some fantastic feedback I've received in the Discussion forums, I've fixed a bunch
of weird issues that escaped my attention. Bugfixes/Changes: Underground pathfinding and actions were broken due to some
overzealous optimization on my part. This should now be fixed. Also due to optimizations and tweaking, there was some weird
behaviour where units would cross into enemy trenches before starting to perform actions in no-man's land. This is fixed. Fixed
issue with tutorial dialog in which the title bar wasn't large enough, resulting in situations where you would end up clicking on
something behind the popup when trying to move the dialog around. Support units can now only make use of melee attacks. I
know engineer units often carried carbines, but I wanted more distinction between support and combat units. Note that support
units can still use melee combat. Bug in which HQ units would attack opposing units in melee without actually moving to the
enemy unit's position has been fixed. Corrected start time for tutorials when loading them after having played a different map.
Previously, they would carry over the time from the previous map. I'm still working on getting Help text into the game,
accessible from the pause menu. Let me know if there's anything that needs more explaining and I'll make sure it gets in right
away.. Hotfix 6 : Hi all, Some critical (although minor) changes I felt deserved a new build this weekend. Bugfixes/Changes:
Have changed the default manner in which companies and platoons are named. Now their numbers/names are relative to their
commanding unit ie. each company will have its own 1st Platoon, etc. Fixed crash that would occur when scheduling orders if
order was issued after its intended start time. Have separated terrain effects into separate effects depending on terrain type. This
allows me to customize things, like having forests impede movement, or buildings obscure units based on their condition.
Morale and readiness regain is now halted when on watch duty. I'm hoping this gives players more of a reason to rotate units
between watch duty and rest. Machine gunners can now explicitly be ordered on watch duty. Previously they could only be
ordered to rest, and would switch to guard duty during the day. I'm also working on getting Help text into the game, accessible
from the pause menu. Let me know if there's anything that needs more explaining and I'll make sure it gets in right away.. Build
Submitted! : Hi all, A tentative Early Access build has been submitted to Valve for approval! Hopefully if all goes well I'll be
able to release a playable build of the game next week.. Some Info in the Discussion forums! : Hi all, I've noticed that there have
been more than a few wishlists in the short time this game's Coming Soon page has been available on Steam. For more
information about the game, feel free to check out the Discussion forums. There are a few threads that shed light on some of the
mechanics of the game.. Terrain : Hi all, Early stages of destructible terrain are in! So far only a few building types have
included, and only a few different configurations. I want to know what you all think before I start adding more types of terrain
and customizing things a bit more. For now, houses act as shelter. They hide units from view, and essentially function as a
combination of dugouts and blockhouses (albeit less effective at protecting units than blockhouses). The tradeoff is that
buildings obscure lines of sight, and will be permanently destroyed if they take enough artillery fire. I've also taken the liberty of
implementing a bunch of the suggestions I've seen in the discussion forums. Bugfixes/Changes: Destructible Terrain
Commanders now auto-assigned at start. Aircraft now auto-assigned to pilots at start. Supply units have been tweaked so that
they automatically resupply and return to their previous order. This should reduce some of the micromanagement associated
with supply lines. This was actually present in the last update, but I forgot to tell anyone. An event log display which can be
shown and hidden at will. Coffee and alcohol have been included as new supply types. They aren't limited in number - you can
just keep grabbing them from rear lines as you see fit. Coffee provides a temporary bonus to sight range via the new "Alert"
status, while alcohol provides a temporary movement boost to help facilitate frontal assaults. Just for fun, each nation has its
own version of alcohol. Health bars showing unit numbers, morale, primary supply, and readiness are now included on unit lists.
This will hopefully provide more visual feedback with regard to unit status.. More Events : Hi all, Relatively minor content
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update this week. I just focused on adding some more events rather than adding any new features this time around.
Bugfixes/Changes: Fixed bug with construction of field hospitals, showers, and field kitchens. Added eight new random events,
with at least one new event for each officer.
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